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A B S T R A C T 

The lack of entertainment as a result of constant stress is a major issue in today's society. In this period of innovation, where versatile has become even more a need 

as opposed to an extravagance, another type of interruption has taken birth, that of portable games. One of the most popular current applications for entertainment 

is mobile gaming. These games help users unwind and divert their attention from the stresses of daily life. In any case, portable game advancement is more 

troublesome than work area application improvement on account of scant assets. One of the most important requirements for mobile games is performance. With 

the progression in innovation, versatile multiplayer games have begun to develop. This paper evaluates two distinct APIs, the MIDP 2.0 GAME API and the M3G 

API, as well as discusses the development of 3D mobile games for both single-player and multiplayer play. M3G API I, 3D games, mobile games, the MIDP 2.0 

game API, and. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Despite having a limited amount of processing power, modern mobile phones are one of the most powerful and compact options for mobile computing. 

By the end of 2008, mobile penetration had almost reached 50%, according to a recent study by the International Telecommunication Union. around 4 

billion versatile endorsers overall while a decade prior it was near nothing and the number is developing yearly [1]. This shows that cell phone is quite 

possibly of the most boundless gadget accessible today. One of the game industry's fastest-growing segments is mobile gaming. Single-player, 

multiplayer, and 3D graphics are among the most recent developments in mobile games. 

With the appearance of new cell phones with network availability capacities, multiplayer games are rapidly tracking down a group of people, exploiting 

the capacity to play against others. Mobile phones can also send and receive other kinds of data, despite their primary purpose being voice data. It is 

possible to create games in which players can interact with one another thanks to this ability to share information [2]. In addition, incorporating 3D into 

the development of mobile games has become a significant obstacle. 3D improvement gives a more prominent method for articulation and the 

opportunities for building a game which can recreate a computer generated experience. However, 3D mobile games necessitate greater handset 

performance, resolution, and memory [3]. 

The amount of time and resources required for development can be twice as much, or even more, than for a 2D game project. Graphics design and network 

communications are also new skills that are required, compared to simple 2D mobile games. 

I. RELATED WORKS 

The mobile game trends of the past ten years are briefly discussed in this section. 

In 1997, Nokia created the first mobile game, Snake. The game gained surprising popularity and was installed on phones permanently [3]. A few years 

later, color screens and Java games that could be downloaded were added to mobile phones. In 2001, some of the best WAP games like Picofun's 

"Lifestylers," a casual turn-based WAP game, and Digital Bridges' "Wireless Pets" [4] were released, demonstrating the game's increasing ingenuity. N-

Gage Arena, Nokia's wireless online gaming platform, was released in 2003. The mobile game "Ridge Racer" was one of the first 3D games to be released 

in Japan. Then again, during that very year JAMDAT delivered "Bejeweled Multiplayer", a multiplayer rendition for the renowned famous Bejeweled 

which was an incredible stroke at one time [4]. In 2005, Nokia released "World of Legend," the first network game embedded in mobile phones. This 

marked the official launch of network games for mobile phones. In the same year, other strikingly popular games like "Downtown Texas Hold'Em Poker," 

one of the first poker games created by Downtown Wireless, were made available [5]. I-Play released "The Fast and the Furious - Tokyo Drift" in 2006, 

which was a huge success [6]. A new N-Gage version was introduced by Nokia in 2007 and 2008. It came out with great games like "Reset Generation," 

"Metal Gear Solid Mobile," and "ONE." Developers were able to sell their games directly to consumers without having to deal with publishers and 

operators when the Touchscreen iPhone came out [7]. 2010 Third International Conferences on Advances in Computer-Human Interactions978-0-7695-
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II. DESIGN ISSUES 

In this section, we'll talk about some of the design problems that come up when making mobile games. Cell phones are very obliged contrasted with 

control center or laptops particularly as far as screen size, handling power, keypad design and programming execution. 

Planning portable games includes numerous basic issues that should be considered, for example, application size, memory space, handling power among 

others. The essential issue is the application size where there is a maximum cutoff on how enormous an application can be regardless run. Because mobile 

games only have a limited amount of memory, they will not run if they are larger than the device's working memory. The application's compiled size is 

increased by the presence of program code, graphics, and sounds, all of which occupy space and contribute to the issue of application memory space. 

More memory is used by an application than by the application file itself when it runs. Applications can only use a certain amount of memory on each 

device. As a result, it must be ensured that the designed game can run in the available space without compromising the mobile device's processing power 

[8]. Additionally, mobile games are the applications that use the most processor power. The better graphics in each new generation of games necessitate 

more processing power. However, because MIDlet size limits prevent games from containing graphics that require excessive processing power, processing 

power is not a significant constraint for small J2ME games [8]. Cell phones have screens that are a lot more modest than those on laptops. One of the 

main reasons mobile games can't be played for long periods of time is because of this. The game should be planned in a manner to fit in the gadget's 

screen. However, since it ought to be made aware of the various resolutions and color ranges that are available on the various phone models, this has an 

effect on the quality and type of games that can be implemented on mobile phones. Because exporting 3D game objects to various screen sizes is more 

difficult than exporting 2D objects, developing for 3D games is even more challenging [9]. Another issue in mobile game development is the user 

interface, particularly the playability of games on mobile handsets. Cell phones are planned essentially for voice communication, similar to the controls 

on a large portion of these gadgets. These are not made to work well in games. This can be circumvented in J2ME implementations by utilizing MIDP's 

high-level "game actions" (such as Left, Right, Fire, and so on), which each device will correctly map to the appropriate keys. However, MIDP only takes 

limited high-level actions [9]. Mobile network latency is another issue that mostly affects multiplayer online games. The fact that the majority of mobile 

games are turn-based exacerbates the issue because players must wait for other players to make their moves. Due to a lack of bandwidth, the game cannot 

remain active at all times [10]. 

Portable games can be played in two modes: single or in a group setting. For all mobile games, the most common play mode is single player. The player 

can race against the clock or score as many points as possible in a given amount of time, depending on the type of game. Then again, multiplayer mode 

requires at least two players. 

A. Score and Game Rule 

One of the significant parts of the proposed structure comprises of the standards and score following part. This is an essential part of every game. This 

aspect varies from game to game. For 3D mobile games, the majority of them use collision detection techniques to assign a player's score, depending on 

the type of game. 

B. Detection of collisions 

Detection of collisions enhances the realism of games. It can determine whether an object has been intersected or restrict the movement of players within 

a specific region, depending on the game logic. The M3G API uses the ray intersection class to implement collisions in 3D applications. Rays are projected 

through a collection of objects, and the distance at which an object collides with another is calculated. This class is sufficient for collision detection in 

most 3D games. The sprite collision method collideWith() is used to implement collision detection in the MIDP 2.0 GAME API. It utilizes pixel based 

crash and checks whether pictures/sprites cross-over. 

C.Graphics3D 

 Graphics3D is a class in the M3G Programming interface for the delivering of every single 3D scene. To render a scene using Graphics3D, the 

Graphics3D instance must be bound to a target object, typically a Graphics object. After that, the world is rendered, and the target is made available. In 

any case, the Graphics3D occasion can't be bound to other article once more and the cradles are not flushed. The Sprite and LayerManager classes, on 

the other hand, are used to manipulate graphics images in the MIDP 2.0 GAME API. These pictures are put away as an arranged rundown of layers each 

having a file which shows their position front to back. The LayerManager is a class in MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming interface which deals with the 

presentation of picture/sprite layers and the view window, thus improving on the game scene delivering process. 

D. Friction 

A frictional component is necessary for monitoring the acceleration and deceleration of objects in motion games to improve realism. Depending on the 

equation being used, this component can be put into action in a number of different ways. A straightforward illustration of this would be the velocity 

equation v = u + at, which is responsible for the linear increase in speed over time up to the maximum speed. Anyway for applications, for example, card 

or technique game, this part probably won't be fundamental. 

E. Synchronization 
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Multiplayer games require a synchronization part to synchronize the game condition of at least two players. Players can now see the same game scene 

thanks to this. It makes it possible for players to swap positions between mobile devices. 

Network latency, which is the time between sending a request and receiving a response and averages several seconds, is a hindrance to proper game 

synchronization. The synchronization component should be optimized to reduce network latency for optimal game play, or an artificial intelligence 

component can be added to predict players' positions in the event of a network disruption. 

F. Position Tracking 

Position tracking and synchronization go hand in hand. It makes it possible for the application to monitor the players' positions. Instead of using physical 

references like landmarks, the dead reckoning method can be used to calculate the players' current position from a previous position and their velocity 

since. Clients only need to send changes in the velocities of moving objects when using dead reckoning. The last known location and velocity of each 

object are then used to extrapolate its precise position. Because of this, the game can be played with a limited bandwidth. 

III. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND API 

A. User Interface Layer 

The UI layer typifies client intuitiveness capabilities for the game play. It permits a client to do explicit activities as indicated by determined game key 

states. Table 1 shows the various capabilities in the UI Layer. 

B. Application Layer 

The application layer comprises of game introduction and game playability strategies. In the M3G Programming interface, it will comprise of strategies 

for stacking m3g document containing the world and different articles expected for the delivering and dealing with each article in the 3D world. It likewise 

has techniques that instates the camera, refreshes the 3D world to another state and handles impact. Then again, for MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming 

interface, it will comprise of strategies used to stack the designs pictures and identify crash with different Sprites. The various capabilities in the application 

layer are displayed. 

C. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To assess our proposed engineering, two unique games have been carried out. Besides, two unique Programming interface in particular MIDP 2.0 GAME 

Programming interface and M3G Programming interface have been utilized and a solitary player and multiplayer game were carried out separately. Single 

player game For the single player game, a Snowboard game utilizing M3G Programming interface has been created. The game has a practical game 

climate comprising of a snowboarder speeding down a long track, with different banners and deterrents. The snowboarder's point is to perform various 

activities, for example, turn right, turn left, speed up and decelerate. On the two sides of the track, there are trees that go about as obstructions to keep the 

snowboard from going off course. The application additionally monitors the client's score and cumulates the focuses got by the last option until as far as 

possible is reached or the expected focuses have been acquired. 

The game then shows the best time or most noteworthy score. Impact location has additionally been executed in the game to forestall players to go past 

the track limit and to provide food for crash for certain hindrances. Figure 4 shows the snowboard application which has been created with J2ME and 

tried on Sun Remote Toolkit. 

The Multiplayer game A multiplayer table tennis match-up has been executed utilizing MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming interface.   

falls in the space of their adversary. In the event that after one bob the adversary can't raise a ruckus around town, the player procures one point. In any 

case, assuming the player has raised a ruckus around town and it drops out of the table, the rival scores one point. The primary player who arrives at a 

score of 11 is the champ. Administration substitutes each two focuses. Crash discovery has likewise been executed to permit players to hit ball with their 

particular bat in course of their rival and recognize which one has procured a point. In addition it considers skipping of the ball when it falls on the table. 

Legitimate game synchronization has been carried out with the goal that both player see a similar scene and are at their individual situations on the two 

telephones at a specific time. Figure 5 shows the table tennis application which has been created with J2ME and tried on Sun Remote Toolkit 

D.TESTING AND EVALUATION 

This segment centers around the testing and assessment of the games which is basic to guarantee that the applications turn out great. The principal factors 

that have been thought about for the testing stage are execution, conveyability, responsiveness and 3D illustrations among others. The tests have been 

done for both snowboard and table tennis match-up. 

E. Table tennis game 

The  disclosure season of various Bluetooth gadgets was estimated. At the point when a client dispatches the game, the application looks for existing 

servers and in the event that none has been found, it has one furthermore, trusts that a client will interface. The revelation time fluctuated just somewhat 

between the gadgets and was on normal in the request for 15 seconds. A progression of tests were done to decide the most extreme reach that the game 

can be played among the two Sony Ericsson handsets specifically W880 and K850. Table 6 shows the outcomes acquired. 
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The evaluation of the two games has been done in terms of: 

• Performance: 

• The snowboard application has a fair exhibition on cell phones because of randomization which requires a ton of assets while table tennis 

application has a decent presentation on cell phones. 

• 3D graphics: 

• The snowboard application has a practical 3D climate executed with trees and snow contrasted with table tennis which utilizes for the most 

part sprites and very poor to carry out reasonable 3D conditions 

• Collision Detection: 

• Collision identification is very intricate to carry out for both application yet nonetheless, it needs precision when executed for M3G 

Programming interface which utilizes Beam Convergence class contrasted with MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming interface which utilizes 

collideWith() technique, used to distinguish impact with different Sprites, Tiled Layers, and Pictures. 

• Randomization: 

• M3G API is awesome at randomization with respect to the snowboard application, obstructions and banners are indiscriminately positions 

while for the table tennis most articles positions are as of now characterized and MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming interface doesn't uphold 

randomization. 

• Interactivity: 

• For both applications, it is not difficult to associate with the game by utilizing different keypad controls and the last option answers 

appropriately. 

• Portability: 

• The table tennis match-up is upheld by essentially all java-empowered handsets while for the snowboard game M3G Programming 

interface is upheld just on handsets which support MIDP 2.0 and CLDC 1.1. 

• Camera View: 

• It is simple to arrangement different camera positions because of camera class given by M3G in snowboard game. On the other hand a 

solitary position camera has been executed for the table tennis application. 

F. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we assessed two different APIs to be specific MIDP 2.0 GAME Programming interface and M3G Programming interface for portable games 

improvement and our methodology can be adjusted to various versatile games that have comparative elements or situations. We accept that there are as 

yet numerous enhancements that can be made to the two games. For the snowboard game, one of the significant upgrades is permitting players to choose 

various snowboarders with various characters and pick tracks to race. Also, the multiplayer form of snowboard can be created. For the table tennis match-

up, various tables and rackets can be made accessible to the gamer as a decision prior to sending off the game. The designs can likewise be improved to 

see the player as opposed to seeing just the rackets. To wrap things up, a solitary player form of table tennis 3D which will incorporate a falsely wise 

player can be carried out. 
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